
OVERVIEW 

Through Texas’ Failure to Appear/Pay (FTAP) Program, participating municipal and justice of the peace 

courts can place a hold on a person’s ability to renew their driver’s license if they are unable to pay fines 

and fees associated with low-level, fine-only offenses (e.g., traffic tickets). Among Texas cities, San Antonio 

is one of the heaviest users of the FTAP Program (aka the “OmniBase Program,” named after the private 

vendor that operates it – OmniBase Services of Texas (OST)).1 

Denying access to a valid license due to financial hardship not only criminalizes poverty, but is 

counterproductive to the OmniBase program’s purported goal – to increase appearance/payment. People 

need a valid driver’s license to get to and from court, work, childcare to secure or retain employment and 

services to help pay for the debt in question.  As the City of San Antonio works to implement workforce 

development programs post-pandemic, it must eliminate counterproductive barriers to employment - like 

the OmniBase Program - for these economic initiatives to succeed. 

RESEARCH SUPPORTING POLICY CHANGE 

● S.A. Municipal Court has almost 88,000 outstanding holds on people’s licenses.2

● Bexar County JP Courts have nearly 90,000 holds.3

● Four out of five San Antonio residents drive to work.4

● Black residents disproportionately receive FTAP holds, representing 14% of total current holds and

only 7% of the San Antonio population.5

● The ten San Antonio zip codes with the highest concentration of holds have an average median

household income of $37,599, while the median household income for San Antonio is $54,923.6

● A person with an FTAP hold (or holds) cannot renew their driver’s licenses until all holds are lifted,

which requires all court debt to be completely paid off.

● Holds have an average length of five years since they’ve been imposed, meaning many people are

unable to pay off their debt in a timely manner.7

● The main arguments used to support this program are that it ensures the collection of fines/fees

owed to a jurisdiction, and that it serves as an alternative to issuing warrants for one’s arrest.

○ Warrant data reveals that the S.A. Municipal Court administers capias and Class C

warrants at a rate of 1.43 and 1.42 times higher than the statewide average of courts that

do not use the program.8

○ Additional analyses also show no significant difference in the amount collected per criminal

case between municipal courts using the FTAP Program and those that do not.9

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Restoring driver’s licenses can contribute to citywide economic growth. Research shows that having a 

driver’s license makes it twice as likely for a person to have earnings above the poverty level.10 To ensure 

San Antonians have this same opportunity to reach financial stability, the city should exit the OmniBase 

Program, just like the cities of Dallas and Austin, and Harris County have all voted to do over the last three 

years. Analysis of court collections for Austin and Harris County after they opted to terminate their contracts 

with OmniBase showed no significant difference in collections.11 The wealth of statewide data on court 

collections shows no financial incentive for courts to continue to use this program. Lifting these holds could 

save thousands of hours of law enforcement time, instead allowing police to focus on actual safety risks. 



Instead, the City should implement research- and evidence-based policies that help people quickly resolve 

debt and avoid long-term financial distress.12 Some evidenced-based alternatives include redesigning court 

summons forms, using text messages or other reminders for court dates, prioritizing the tailoring of fines to 

one’s income level, allowing for community service to be completed instead of payment, applying time 

served credit to the amount owed, and dismissing older cases and forgiving the associated debt.13 14 By 

choosing to terminate their contract with OST, the City of San Antonio can assist thousands of its residents 

in getting back on the road and back to work. 
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